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TRAINING SCOPE

Desktop Operating Systems

Desktop Applications

Processor + CAL

Server + CAL

Per Core

Server Per Processor

Online services

Windows Virtualization Rights

License Mobility Rights

Roaming Rights

Step-Up Licenses

Unlimited Virtualization\

How to reduce Windows Server licensing costs

Right-sizing Office 365/Microsoft 365

subscriptions for users

Azure cost management

Licensing Models
This would cover basic and advanced license terms

of each of Microsoft’s licensing models;

Software Assurance
We would learn more about Software Assurance (SA)

benefits which includes;

Microsoft Cost Optimization

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Microsoft licensing training includes an in-

depth overview of contract agreements and

licensing concepts. An understanding of this

models will build licensing knowledge and

learn best practices for managing Microsoft

products to intelligently evaluate your

Microsoft licensing options and keep your

organization compliant without overbuying

and avoid common compliance mistakes

that cost the business unnecessary

costs/fines.

Target audience
Microsoft Server Administrators

Software Inventory Administrator

Microsoft Product Owners

SAM managers

Procurement Officers

Contract Negotiation Officers

Experienced Microsoft Licensing

Experts

SAM Professionals/Consultants

SAM Tool Experts

Mode of Training Duration

Virtual / Classroom 5 Days

EXPECTED OUTCOME

Identify and mitigate compliance risks and

avoid the common mistakes that expose

organizations to license deficiencies.

Trainees will be ale to make informed cost-

effective decisions.

Trainees will be able to prepare their

Enterprise Agreement annual true-ups

and ensure there are aligned with the

technology roadmap.

Trainees will be able to communicate

confidently and effectively with Microsoft,

resellers and other in-house stakeholders.

Trainees will be equipped with the

requisite skills to optimize all licenses both

on cloud and on-premises.



Olalekan is an IT consultant with Business
analysis skills. He possess in-depth knowledge
of Software Licensing Models and Data
Analysis and has been directly involved in the
implementation of the SAM solutions across
industries.

 Apart from his expertise and knowledge of
Software Licensing models for MS, Oracle,
Olalekan also has experience with Discovery
solutions, Software Inventory Data, Usage and
Demand analysis, Commercial License Data
analysis, and mapping such to generate
compliance positions. 

In addition, Lekan also has deep experience in
the Financial Management and cost analysis
of software usage and risks across business
units. 

Tochukwu is an ISO Certified Software Asset
Management Professional with deep
knowledge in software licensing and
optimization. He has helped various
companies in various industries derive value
from their software asset investments through
setting up an effective SAM program as well
as deploying SAM Solutions to cater for their
ever-evolving software landscape. 

He constantly provides advisory services to
ensure that companies are not just compliant
with their software usage but are doing so
with the least amount of software spend. 

His area of core competence include Oracle,
Microsoft and Oracle Licensing, IT Service and
Configuration Management, Windows Server
and Database Administration.

Other areas of expertise include: IT Change
Management, Stakeholder Analysis and
Management, Training and Business
Development.

TRAINING FACILITATORS 

Emmanuel is an experienced technology, IT
business, enterprise analyst in enterprise
management with in-depth hands-on
experience in the areas of IT project
management, internal and external
stakeholders’ engagement and quality
assurance

He has over 8 years’ experience in Enterprise
software implementation, testing, Process
improvement, management consulting just to
mention a few, in functional and managerial
capacity.
He has successfully implemented various
enterprise solution SAGE HR, ERP in over 18
countries delivering on multiple and complex
implementation with conflicting deadlines.

Emmanuel has managed SAP Data Migration
effort in manufacturing, working with clients
to ensure the correct result are achieved. He
also successfully managed the
implementation of Software Asset License
management solutions for the biggest
Telecoms company in Africa MTN Nigeria,
Centra Bank of Nigeria (CBN), Nigeria National
Petroleum Company (NNPC) and others. 
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